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Hello darlings 

Today is day 31 of Snippets of Encouragement, and I want to share a little story 

with you that’s related to today’s snippet. 

As you know, I own my own business, Inspire for Life Coaching and because I am a 

foreigner living in Germany, I don’t feel comfortable to coach people in German – 

God help us all! Therefore, my business operates online. 

To work online it’s advisable to have a website, right? So this past year I’ve been 

working on updating and upgrading my website and in the past 15 days I have 

been participating in a 30-day blogging challenge. 

This means I will write one blog a day and publish it to my website and to be 

honest it’s a hell of a lot of work and effort at times. However, my goal is to be 

more visible in my business and improve my google rankings etc. so this stuff needs 

doing. 

Good little sausage that I am, I’ve been posting a blog daily, BUT the darn things 

have not been showing up properly on the blog page of my website. As I am a bit 

obsessive in some things, this has driven me DILLY, so yesterday I decided, “To hell 

with this, you’re going to solve this problem!” 

I placed my problem in a Facebook group and a friend kindly contacted me and 

we worked towards a solution, but I was stuck. You see because of this redesign 

my website theme has changed and I am not familiar with how to use the new 

one, so I contacted the supplier. 

A series of emails started pinging back and forth, to the point where one of the 

guys was quite sarcastic with me. You see my friend and I had discovered what 

the source of the problem was, we just did not know how to implement a solution.  

When I got this email from “Tech guru of the world,” I felt quite annoyed because I 

was being mansplanned. I thought to hell with it… and I went into the back end of 

my website determined to find a solution. 

What I noticed in that moment was I this – I wasn’t scared to BREAK IT! I was more 

determined than anything else. Before I knew it I had effectively found a solution 

to my problem and I had a truly HALLELUJAH ANGIE MOMENT!!!  

Later that evening when the German dragged my lazy ass outside for a walk in the 

freezing cold, I found myself telling her of how proud I was of myself. And that felt 

so good!  

This is today’s encouragement: Praise Yourself. Affirm Your Greatness To Yourself. 

You know we are so conditioned to praise other people – oh well done Billy, 

congratulations Sue, you’ve accomplished something incredible Bob… but with 

ourselves we are loathe to do that. 
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I say, Bullshit to that nonsense. Praising 

ourselves is essential to developing our 

self-esteem and increasing our 

confidence.  

Therefore, when you are proud of an 

accomplishment or simply of who you are 

as the spectacular little munchkin that 

you are, give yourself praise, you deserve 

it! 

If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of 

encouragement there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. 

ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN 

UP using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to 

receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


